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What We Do
ACTIVE FORCE is a leading private security service providing company in Bangladesh

ACTIVE Securities & IT Solutions deliver innovative solutions, allowing clients to embrace the technologies that stimulate their companies’ future 
growth. We build innovative IT infrastructure solution and support services, along with application and security services using technologies, 
combined with collective business, technical and industry expertise.

It is to grow your system, grow your business and every 
on-going task. For long run you have no alternative without a 
proper plan and guideline that works just like a navigator for 
your business. We understand your necessity for ensuring 
that your equipments need to meet all the requirements.
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combined with co

Active Securities & IT Solution 
knows that without proper 
consultation, it is not possible 
to embark a new project or 
make a decision to buy new 
equipment or to set them. 

Consul tancy

Why need our Consultancy?
We are ready to guide you in the proper way to choose proper equipment, to do proper task and well set 
up of your equipment. Because Active Securities & IT Solution has an expert team to support you.

After taking our consultancy service you will able to know about your position and future steps, how to 
think that and how to do that. We decorated all our services to meet every needs of each business 
related to the equipment. You will find Active Securities & IT Solution always beside you.

Our expert team consisted of specialists are perfect and experienced at providing 
proper advice and strategy.
Experts will give you both short and long term planning what you need.
Advice and guidance will be given on both an existing and proposed Equipment 
purchase or setup process.
We will measure your required equipment and utilization in a proper way.
Active Securities & IT Solution will provide you the necessary documentation if 
needed.
You will able to take our consultancy within your budget.
Cost reduction approaches will be suggested by our experts.
Already we served many companies including multinational companies.

Our experts in every specific field are ready to help you with 
your equipment and the installation process. Our expert and 
certified engineer are always ready to provide services e.g 
installation, replacing old equipment, upgrading your system 
to improve or enhance the performance with minimal cost and 
time-frame to keep your process smooth and trouble free.
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Whether you are planning or 
already have equipments that 
need installation process 
Active Securities & IT Solution 
is there for you to provide 
installation services.

Installation

Installation at a Look
We actually work with Sound System, Compliance Items, Industrial Safety, IT Equipment, Electronics 
Equipment and other equivalent sector, but we are capable to serve you more than our listed service. 
We like to engage specific expert related to your equipment to ensure proper installation process.
We have the both ability and the work force to solve your software and hardware related problem. 
Although we have specific brand products, but we are happy to work with your preferred suppliers or 
brands.

If a piece of your equipment is going to break within a few days or use, then we have the option of Hot 
Testing by our engineers. If you feel that you don’t have to engage any specific expert, but need advice 
or any type of consultancy then we are ready to meet with our experts to provide you a guideline.
If you need just a proper plan of installation, then we are ready to make plans for you to ensure the 
optimum productivity and top efficiency.

Our experts will configure your equipment’s with reduced time and disruption to your business. We will 
configure your equipment as like “Plug and Play” as possible.
At Active Securities & IT Solution, we work closely with all of our customers to understand the needs of 
their business and business requirement. And serve them the best with our equipment and service.
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related to Sound System, Compliance Items, Industrial Safety, 
IT Equipment, Electronics and other equivalent sector setup 
and maintenance. To take our service you do not have to buy 
products from us. You are also allowed to deal with us at any 
stage of service related to our business.
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You can also take our 
services. Active Securities & IT 
Solution is ready to serve you

Service

Why need Our Service
We are ready to guide you in the proper way to choose proper equipment, to do proper task and well set 
up of your equipment. Because Active Securities & IT Solution has an expert team to support you.

We like to serve you with our best effort and ensure Maximum satisfaction. We give guarantee for our 
service as like our quality products.

We always work hard to give you a perfect solution to your equipment.

We have specialist for every section we do business with you.

If you need any recovery service, we are ready to serve you.

We are able to work on your equipment, although it has International Setupment.

You will find our service cost that fit into your budget.

We will charge additionally if you want to take our service after purchasing 
products from us.

We have trained and expert technicians to maintain your equipment

Our maintenance team will keep all of your equipment humming.

We will provide you On Site Inspection Report after observing your equipment in 
every time. Both before and after start maintenance.

Repair and optimize of hardware are also included in our maintenance service.

We also can help you in per-incident repair.

You are allowed to deal with us for long-term maintenance.

We also assistance for re-setup your equipment.

Therefore, we also provide repair & maintenance service to our 
clients by our trained personnel’s to keep your equipment 
running. If you need routine service and maintenance for 
keeping equipment safe and running at highest performance, 
we are perfect for that. It will help you to avoid downtime. 
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Active Securities & IT Solution  
also works to keep your 
equipment in production and 
in safe operating condition. 

Maintenance

We Like to Offer You Maintenance Service That Have
So it is easy to save valuable resources. You know that well, machine downtime can affect on your work 
environment and production level too.

After taking our consultancy service you will able to know about your position and future steps, how to 
think that and how to do that. We decorated all our services to meet every needs of each business 
related to the equipment. You will find Active Securities & IT Solution always beside you.
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We believe in strong and solid relationships. We do supply 
multipurpose equipment, products and product solutions for 
business or corporation to meet our customer’s expectations.
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Active Securities & IT Solution 
is one of the most significant 
multipurpose equipment and 
product suppliers in 
Bangladesh. 

Supply

About our supply chain
We mainly supply  Sound System, Compliance Items, Industrial Safety, Electronics equipment, IT 
equipment and other equivalent sector. We able to supply a wide range of product according to your 
demand. You may also able to know about the product we usually supply after visiting our Product Page.

Our proven approach to supply products and the quality of products enables us to offer you to give us 
order with confidence. We promise that, you will find Active Securities & IT Solution as the best product 
supplier for you and your business.

We have already supplied a huge number of products with reputation in 
Bangladesh. We are proud after doing that and we have a rich client list. You may 
check our client list.

All of our customers fully depend on us to deliver the right equipment to the right 
place and must be at the right time.

We are able to supply your products according to your demand, although seems 
it is not available to our product page right now.

Active Securities & IT Solution makes deal with Business and corporate purpose, 
but you are welcome if you need any of our products as an individual person.

We are committed to meet the standards and Code of Conduct because it’s our 
Responsible Trading Principle.

Our approach of supply management is standard with international quality.

We offer your own way and method of delivery.

Give an order of purchase.

Tracking order and confirmation

Replacement orders if necessary

Sending equipments to the place as you wish

Cancellation of orders

We also assistance for re-setup your equipment.

Beside supply IT Equipment, Industrial Safety, Sound System, 
Electronics and other similar products, we also provide support 
for those types of products. Although haven’t purchased those 
equipment’s from us, but you are allowed to take your support. 
You will find us at the accurate time and proper support when 
you are actually needy for this.
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Active Securities & IT Solution 
is one of the biggest technical 
equipment supplier company 
in Bangladesh. 

24/7 Support

Feel free to ask about Support
Active Securities & IT Solution believe in customers’ good experience and this is our business success. For 
this reason, we provide 24/7 customer support with an expert team of customer care executives. You will 
get the following services from our customer service for a better business deal.

Just knock for support any time you got trouble.
For our business reputation we give high importance on customers complain about any occurrence. So, 
if you have a complaint about anything of us, feel free to send us a mail at Contact or instant make a 
phone call to us. We will move for you within few times. Thanks for stay with us.



Our Services
Keeping an Eye on Things

From client engagement to technology implementation to service delivery, we give you access to our proficiency in advanced 
technologies and proven practices along the entire IT life cycle. Importer of Electronic & Machinery Goods.
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Garret Baggage Scanner
Garrett X-Ray Baggage Scanner is called “Check the 
dangerous instrument”. The working principle is to use a 
small dose of X-rays to illuminate the articles for inspection, 
use a computer to analyze the transmitted rays, and analyze 
the properties of the penetrated articles according to the 
changes in the transmitted rays.

MCD Baggage Scanner
X-Ray Baggage Scanner is called “Check the dangerous 
instrument”. The working principle is to use a small dose of 
X-rays to illuminate the articles for inspection, use a 
computer to analyze the transmitted rays, and analyze the 
properties of the penetrated articles according to the 
changes in the transmitted rays.

Proline UK Baggage Scanner
According to the baggage sizes, these x-ray machines models 
are different from tunnel size of 60cm x 40cm to 100cm x 120cm. 
Dual view (Model name with “DV”) means the X-ray baggage 
scanner is designed with 2 x-ray generators, and the x-ray beam 
shoot from vertical and horizonal directions to scan baggage’s 
and have 2 angles of x-ray images. This technology is upgraded 
for the improved for international aviation standards.

Baggage Scanner
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AVTECH CCTV System
Circuit television is popularly known as CCTV. It is a video 
surveillance system which transmit live footage of a place to 
connected television monitor. It is different from television 
broadcasting system in this sense that it doesn’t use any 
radio wave frequency or telecasting base station. It just sent 
signal of a video camera to a connected monitor. 

Bosch CCTV System
CCTV, or closed-circuit television, is a system that allows you 
to keep an eye on what's going on in and around your 
business. Cameras and monitors enable you to view events 
live, and recorders archive footage for later reference. Don't 
mistake a CCTV monitor for an ordinary television. Close 
circuit television is popularly known as CCTV. 

Dahua CCTV System
Garrett X-Ray Baggage Scanner is called “Check the 
dangerous instrument”. The working principle is to use a 
small dose of X-rays to illuminate the articles for inspection, 
use a computer to analyze the transmitted rays, and analyze 
the properties of the penetrated articles according to the 
changes in the transmitted rays.

Hikvision CCTV Cammara System
CCTV meansClose circuit television. Modern technology allows 
wireless connection of CCTV camera to observation room. CCTV 
mostly used in front of where continuous surveillance is necessary, 
such as bank, school, bars, casinos, airport, restaurant, military base 
and government office. Video surveillance around the world has 
been increased tremendously. Because threat from terrorist attack 
and increased crime scene made it useful tool for security forces.

Jovision CCTV System
CCTV (closed-circuit television) is a TV system in which signals 
are not publicly distributed but are monitored. CCTV’s are one of 
the popular tools to safeguard your family and premises. It just 
needs one-time investment and after that, it will work according 
to your convenience. One should Install it inside the premises. 
Yes, it cannot stop the crime but at least it can record all the 
activities for further investigation.

CCTV System
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EMACO Fire Equipments
A fire extinguisher is an active fire protection device used to 
extinguish or control small fires, often in emergency 
situations. It is not intended for use on an out-of-control fire, 
such as one which has reached the ceiling, endangers the 
user, or otherwise requires the expertise of a fire brigade. 

Gamewell Fire Alarm System
Firefighting Equipment is the main firefighter equipment used to extinguish 
fires, including fire fighting hose, portable fire pumps, fire hose reels, fire 
monitors and fire fighting nozzles. At Fire Product Search we care about your fire 
station’s or fire department’s fire fighting equipment and its ability to respond at 
short notice to the hazardous situations when firefighting. That is why we proudly 
feature only the highest rated, highest quality firefighting products from 
industry-trusted brands like Delta Fire, Angus Fire and LEADER. Our fire fighting 
equipment includes products like firefighting nozzles, fire hose, fire hose reels, all 
types of firefighting monitors and fire fighting pumps. All of which are made and 
designed using the latest technological advances, innovations, and materials, 
which are certified to meet or exceed NFPA and EN Standards. When it comes to 
finding the latest fire fighting equipment for your fire station or fire department 
choose Fire Product Search.

Global Fire Equipments
Fire extinguisher, portable or movable apparatus used to put out a 
small fire by directing onto it a substance that cools the burning 
material, deprives the flame of oxygen, or interferes with the chemical 
reactions occurring in the flame. Water performs two of these 
functions: its conversion to steam absorbs heat, and the steam 
displaces the air from the vicinity of the flame. Many simple fire 
extinguishers, therefore, are small tanks equipped with hand pumps 
or sources of compressed gas to propel water through a nozzle. 

Honeywell Fire Alarm System
A fire extinguisher is an active fire protection device used to extinguish or control small 
fires, often in emergency situations. It is not intended for use on an out-of-control fire, 
such as one which has reached the ceiling, endangers the user (i.e., no escape route, 
smoke, explosion hazard, etc.), or otherwise requires the expertise of a fire brigade. 
Typically, a fire extinguisher consists of a hand-held cylindrical pressure vessel 
containing an agent that can be discharged to extinguish a fire. Fire extinguishers 
manufactured with non-cylindrical pressure vessels also exist but are less common. 
Honeywell Farenhyt Series Black is a new line of cost-effective, turnkey fire systems 
equipped with the latest technologies to protect your facilities. Safety is a top priority in 
the education, healthcare and hospitality industries. Farenhyt Series Black provides an 
economical solution for new construction, upgrades or retrofits, to keep your people 
inside and your buildings safe.

Fire Equipments
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Metal Detector

Garrett Archway Metal Detector
The Garrett PD6500i walk through metal detector (also often 
referred to as a knife arch or walk through security metal 
detector arch) ...is the perfect solution when you need to 
scan lots of people quickly and efficiently for concealed 
weapons, or other hidden metal objects.

MCD Archway Metal Detector
An Archway Metal Detector (AMD), also called a 
Walk-Through Metal Detector, is a stand-alone structure that 
resembles a wide door frame. When a questionable item or 
material is detected by an AMD, it produces an alarm signal 
(a light or audible alarm, or both).

Garrett Hand Metal Detector
Garrett metal detector is an electronic instrument that 
detects the presence of metal nearby. Metal detectors are 
useful for finding metal inclusions hidden within objects, or 
metal objects buried underground. They often consist of a 
handheld unit with a sensor probe which can be swept over 
the ground or other objects.

Mine Lav Archway Detector
A metal detector is an electronic instrument that detects the presence of metal 
nearby. Metal detectors are useful for finding metal inclusions hidden within objects, 
or metal objects buried underground. They often consist of a handheld unit with a 
sensor probe which can be swept over the ground or other objects. If the sensor 
comes near a piece of metal this is indicated by a changing tone in earphones, or a 
needle moving on an indicator. Usually the device gives some indication of distance; 
the closer the metal is, the higher the tone in the earphone or the higher the needle 
goes. Another common type are stationary "walk through" metal detectors (see § 
Security screening below) used at access points in prisons, courthouses, and airports 
to detect concealed metal weapons on a person's body.

Supper Scanner Hand Metal Detector
The Garrett Super Scanner V provides outstanding performance, stability and extreme 
sensitivity in detecting the smallest metallic objects. Detects ferrous, non-ferrous and 
stainless-steel weapons, contraband and other metallic objects. Digital 
microprocessor technology eliminates the need for periodic sensitivity adjustments. 
Momentary push button helps temporarily eliminate detection of nearby ambient 
metal such as rebar, metal walls. Sharp audible alarm, bright red LED and selectable 
vibrating indicates the detection of metal. Powered by 9V battery, operating time up 
to 100 hours. These metal detectors have LED flashlight. It's very simple to use. These 
detectors are used by police and paramilitary forces to detect ferrous & nonferrous 
metals, bombs, explosive and weapons. 

ZKTeco archway metal detector
This archway metal detector gate has 5.7-inch bright LCD display. Chinese and English 
operating menu, friendly man-machine interface. It's equipped with remote control, can 
be modified with the keyboard to set the security door parameters. It has Super bright 
LED remote indicator with the human body can directly display the alarm area, accurate 
instructions to check the location of goods, and with sound and light synchronization 
alarm, at a glance, greatly improve work efficiency. The highest sensitivity can detect the 
size of the paper clip metal. Each detection area has 100 sensitive gears, and set the 
overall sensitivity of 100 adjustable, in order to achieve the level of sensitive optional. 
Unique wide environment to adapt to technology, can achieve any one of the security 
door in the panel settings can be applied to the detection of paper clips can also be 
achieved only detect large tools and prohibited items.

JKDM Hand Metal Detector
Handheld metal detectors are designed for quick and efficient body search 
scanning for knives, weapons and concealed metal objects. Metal detector wands 
offer a practical, low cost alternative to airport style walk through, arch type 
detectors which are designed for rapid scanning of high volumes of people. 
Handheld metal detectors are often used in conjunction with walk-through metal 
detectors, enabling operators to scan a person’s body to locate exactly where 
metal objects are concealed. They are extremely easy to operate simply requiring 
a single sweep across a subject’s body or across a bag or container, to detect 
hidden metal objects. JKDM-3003B1 is a small handheld metal detector for 
security checking. It is easy to use, without any adjustment controller, fast 
response to detect metal objects, sound and LED light emitting alarm 
simultaneously. A clear low frequency tones sound can be heard when detect 
small metals, and high audio tone can be heard when detect large metal objects.
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Walkie Talkie

Baofeng BF 777s
The BF-777S is a full featured two-way radio and handheld transceiver with 
long range capabilities up to 6km. Each radio comes with a charger, antenna, 
and everything you need to get started communicating conveniently at a long 
range. It has CTCSS / DCS function, built-in LED torch, low battery alarm, 
power-saving function, 400-470MHz frequency range, 5-10 km talk range, 
50ohm antenna impedance, -30 to +60 working temperature, PC software 
programmable, single frequency and single band, 3.7V DC voltage, 2800mAh 
battery capacity, 1-year warranty.

Baofeng UV-5R
The BaoFeng UV-5R is a compact handheld transceiver 
providing 4 watts in the frequency range of 136-174 MHz and 
400-480MHz (520MHz later versions). It is a compact, 
economical HT that includes a special VHF receive band 
from 65 – 108 MHz which includes the regular FM broadcast 
band.

Baofeng BF 888s Walkie Talkie
The BF-888S is a full featured two way radio and hand held transceiver with long 
range capabilities up to 6km. Each radio comes with a charger, antenna, and 
everything you need to get started communicating conveniently at a long range, 
whether in a recreational context like camping or on site at your business.  It has 
LED switch, PTT switch, volume control, 1-3 km communication range, voice 
prompt / PC programming / voice scramble / encryption, 50 ctcss / 105 CDCSS 
function, 400-470 MHz frequency, emergency alarm / intelligent charging, 
battery save / low voltage alert, time-out timer, torch light, 1500 mAh battery, 60 x 
33 x 115 mm dimension

Baofeng UV-9R
Baofeng UV-9R has VHF 136-174, UHF 400-520MHz Frequency 
Range. Theoretical communication distance is 10 km, Power is 
15W, Polymer lithium battery is 8000 mAh, Weight is 0.5kg Size: 
12*6*4cm.

BaoFeng UV82
BaoFeng UV-82 handheld walkie talkie has 400-520 MHz 
frequency range, two-way radio, 128 groups channels 
storage, dual band, dual display, FM radio, emergency alarm, 
shortcut menu operation mode, 0-9 grades VOX selectable, 
VFO and memory channel scan, low battery alert, keypad 
lock.

Kenwood TK 3107
Kenwood TK-3107 UHF handheld walkie-talkie two-way radio 
has frequency range 400-470 MHz, 16 channels, output 
power 4W/1W, built in CTCSS / DCS, wide-narrow channel 
bandwidth, time-out timer, busy channel lockout, two colore 
LED indicator, low battery alert. Also, this Kenwood TK-3107 
UHF handheld walkie-talkie two way radio. 

kenwood tk  3207 
Kenwood TK-3107 UHF handheld walkie-talkie two-way radio 
has frequency range 400-470 MHz, 16 channels, output 
power 4W/1W, built in CTCSS / DCS, wide-narrow channel 
bandwidth, time-out timer, busy channel lockout, two colore 
LED indicator, low battery alert. Also, this Kenwood TK-3107 
UHF handheld walkie-talkie two way radio. 

Kirisun PT- 558s 
Kirisun PT-558s, more formally known as a handheld transceiver, is a hand-held, 
portable, two-way radio transceiver. Its development during the Second World War has 
been variously credited to Donald Hings, radio engineer Alfred J.The Kirisun PT558 is a 
professional-quality walkie-talkie - exactly the same strong alloy chassis, lithium-poly 
battery and "drop-in" charger as the licenced walkie-talkies- except with no need for a 
licence. This is one of our best selling "general purpose" licence-free walkie-talkie radios.
It is robust enough to stand up to everyday business use. Kirisun PT-558S two way radio 
has frequency range 400~420MHz, channel capacity 16, radio channel spacing 12.5KHz / 
20KHz / 25KHz, frequency stability 2.5PPM, dimension 56.5mm x 102mm x 29.5mm, 
weight 235g, battery 1200mAh, 21.4 first IF receiver, 450 second IF receiver, rated audio 
distortion 5%, FM hum and noise 40/ 35.
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Kst 245 Walkie Talkie
KST-245 radio walkie-talkie has 80 channel capacity, 
245-246MHz powerful frequency range, ±2.5PPM frequency 
stability, 12.5 kHz channel spacing, 7.2V operating voltage, 
–25°C ~ +60°C operating temperature, 50Ω antenna 
impedance, 190 gm walkie-talkie weight, 115 x 56 x 30 mm 
dimensions and 190gm walkie-talkie weight.

MOTOCOM MC 500
Motocom MC 500 walkie-talkie has 9 watt handset capacity, 
electronic tuning, large volume, PC programmable, long 
range communication, dust proof and water proof, high 
capacity battery, super long standby time, 2800 mAh li-ion 
battery. It's Frequency Range is 245-246MHz and RF Output 
Power is 1W.

Motocom MC 4 Digital Walkie Talkie
Motocom MC 4 Digital Walkie Talkie. Motocom Long Range  Wifi 3g 4g Two Way Radio.
Support Group Call, private call by using SIM card or wifi. Motocom MC 4 Digital Walkie
Talkie is a Long-range walkie talkie. Push-to-talk over cellular Digital Walkie Talkie is the
next-generation radio communication technology. It delivers instant yet secure
communication over carrier networks or broadband connectivity, making it possible to
communicate with other users anywhere in the world. It offers one-touch instant
communication with one or to many in less than a second. Push to talk communication
offers intuitive and easy to use built for business as it can be managed using a dispatch
management system. It can provide not just instant talk, but live GPS tracking, emergency
alert notifications and more.

motorola GP 338 walkie talkie
Motorola GP338 Plus display radio - the smallest in Motorola's Professional 
Series. It is compact, light and fit easily into the palm of your hand. A 
versatile alternative for those who require additional features to meet 
expanding communication needs. Battery life (based on a 05 05 90 duty 
cycle) is 8 hours (High Power), 10 hours (Low Power) - With Slim Lilon 
battery. Frequency range is 136-174MHz / 330-400MHz / 403-470 MHz/ 
450-527MHz and Power output is 6W 5W (VHF) 4W (UHF)

Motorola GP328
Motorola GP328 handheld walkie talkie has 136-174 MHz / 
330-400 MHz / 403-470 MHz frequency range, two way radio, 
16 channel capacity, 2000 mAh li-ion battery, 320g weight.

Motorola GP-3688
Motorola GP-3688 has 403-440MHz frequency range, 16 
channel capacity, 6-9 km range, clear audio, easy to use, 
durable and reliable,1 inch hidden display, 4000 mAh battery, 
137 x 57.5 x 37 mm dimension and Lightweight and 
ergonomically designed.

Motorola GP-1000
MOTORS GP-1000 The radio frequency use: UHF 400-520MHz can be 
used in conjunction with all UHF frequency converters available on 
the market. signal strength, power output: 10W improve excellent 
communication ability up to 4km. Motorola GP-1000 is equipped with 
ultra-fast 3000mAh battery with Li-ion battery technology, very 
suitable for its capacity. Battery life is up to 36 hours, 15 days standby 
time  with 16 channels.

Motorola MT-918
Motorola MT-918 walkie talkie is High quality and easy to use 
anywhere, easy to carry, 5W power, 190 g weight including 
battery and antenna, 8Km to talk the distance range, 3500mAh 
li-ion battery, 110 x 50 x 30 mm dimension, made in Malaysia.  It 
has 400-470 MHz frequency and it's a  Waterproof walkie talkie.
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Walkie Talkie

Aircom AC 111 Mini Radio 
Super mini radio, frequency range 245-246MHz, preset the first 16 channels 
FRS and GMRS frequencies in the radio, smaller than a lighter, 60hrs standby 
and around 30hrs normal using time, super light design 40g.

Aircom AC G30
Aircom AC G30 internet walkie-talkie radio has Android 5.1 OS, 
supports 4G / LTE and Wi-Fi connection, voice recording in server 
software, communication with mobile phone by apps, long 
distance dispatching software with GPS positioning, group radio 
call, one to one private radio call, track playback, recording play 
and supports 3 to 4 hours non-stop communication.

Aircom AC 245 SBR VHF 
BTRC approved, red color walkie talkie, frequency 245-246MHz, 80 channels, FM 
radio, VOX supported, long distance clear audio output.

Aircom AC-379L
Aircom AC-379L SBR heavy duty walkie talkie has 16 channels, 
245-245 MHz frequency, 3000 mAh battery, low power alarm, 
silver plated reinforced plate, flashlight.

Aircom AC-558 SBR
Aircom AC-558 SBR walkie talkie has 16 channels capacity, 
245-246 MHz frequency range, 1 watt power output, 1300 
mAh battery, waterproof and dustproof protection.

Baofeng BF-999s
BF-999S Walkie Talkie Bao Feng 8W /5W 4200mAh Transceiver 
Portable Two Way Radio Upgrade BF-888s. 100% brand new and 
high quality. It has Strong penetrating power features, Easy 
control Save time and power, keep standby Busy lock, intelligent 
and humane Squelch, Secure transmission Intelligent, Charging 
Battery Save, Low Voltage Alert, Time-out Timer, Torch Light.

Baofeng BF UVB2
Portable and handheld radio walkie talkie, 128 channel 
capacity, 4 - 5 km distance, 4800 mAh battery, LCD display, 
keypad lock, high gain dual band antenna.

Baofeng BF-T1
Baofeng BF-T1 UHF single-band walkie-talkie, licensed for use, from 
400 to 480 Mhz with 1 watt maximum. This set is sold unconfigured 
and requires the optional USB programming cable, to program the 
frequencies on BFT1.  The Range of this walkie-talkie is 500m to 1km.  
It has 1 Li-ion 1500mAh battery.
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Leixen VV 108 mini 
Leixen VV 108 mini two way radio walkie talkie has 16 
channel capacity, spy transceiver, 0.5W transmission power, 
up to 1.5 km talk range, UHF 400-480 MHz, USB power 
supply, 500 mAh battery, 66 x 26 x 14 mm dimensions, 25 gm 
weight.

MOTOROLA GP 340
The popular GP340 radio is an excellent and unobtrusive way of keeping the 

team in contact. Streamlining operations with radio communication increases 
productivity and can form part of an organisation’s health and safety system 

which is particularly important for individuals who work alone or remote from the 
team. In addition to the features of the GP330, the GP340 features Emergency 

Signalling which can be configured to send a help signal to a pre-defined person 
or group of people at a single push of the bright orange Emergency Button.

Motoplus GP-5R
245-246 MHz frequency capacity, 5 / 1W power with powerful
battery, UHF / VHF band.

Motorola MT-777
PC programmable, priority scan function, color LCD backlight 
display, 128 channel capacity, switching between channel / VFO, 
display channel and frequency mode, busy channel lockout, voice 
annunciation, keypad lock, reverse frequency function.

Motoplus GP82 128
Dual PTT key, alarm function, DTMF encoded, 
programmable by PC, 128 memory channel, wire clone, 
battery saving function.

The MOTOROLA XiR P8600i
The MOTOROLA XiR P8600i Series is a family of DMR-standard digital radios that 
delivers operations-critical voice and communications. Bluetooth® audio lets you talk 

without wires, integrated Wi-Fi enables remote software updates, and indoor and 
outdoor location-tracking capabilities give you total visibility of your resources. With 

support for turning as well as legacy analogue technology, you can keep your 
organization connected as it grows. The latest energy technology provides the battery 

option which delivers up to 27 hours of battery life for 3-shift working, and an improved 
receiver boosts range further

Motocom MC-300
Motocom MC-300 handheld SBR two-way walkie talkie radio 
has frequency range 245 – 246 MHz, RF output power 1W, 
1500 mAh li-ion battery, long standby time with VOX 
function, low power alarm, DTMF, skill stun function and 
long-distance warning.

Vertex VX-351 UHF
Vertex VX-351 UHF hand held walkie-talkie has 16 channels 
capacity, 5 watts power, 134 - 174 MHz VHF, 380 - 470 MHz UHF, 
450 - 512 MHz, 2 programmable Keys.
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 ZKTeco Access Control System
In the fields of physical security and information security, access control is the selective 
restriction of access to a place or other resource while access management describes 
the process. The act of accessing may mean consuming, entering, or using. Permission 
to access a resource is called authorization. Access control on information includes 
security of database and technical resources that will prevent unauthorized access to 
this field. Access control on information database can ensure through password, face 
detection, pin code, passkey, encoding of data and through using firewall. Information 
security depends on your computer access control system that how much strong is it. 
Access control into computer refers to approval or rejection of any query who want 
access on particular program. Computer based access control system always concern 
about unauthorized users because hacker can make this system vulnerable. So, it is the 
matter of day to day checking procedure otherwise it can be hacked.

Favnil IP Phone
First off, IP Phone is a technology that allows you to place phone calls 
over the internet. An IP phone also called a VoIP phone, is a phone 
that uses internet protocol, rather than the circuit switched PSTN. An 
IP phone connects through an Ethernet cable, rather than a phone 
jack, to the internet, where it connects to the IP address of either the 
VoIP provider or the hosted PBX provider. From a user’s perspective, 
it works just like a traditional phone, but better. Hence VoIP phones, 
or more commonly called IP phones, are the physical office phones 
that you can use with a VoIP phone system.

Industrial Safety Equipment
We are a recognized manufacturer and exporter of Industrial Safety 
equipments and products which are exclusively used in various 
industrial, chemical and constructional industries. Made of premium 
quality materials these products are also available in customized form. 
Our offered range comprises Safety Shoes, Body Protection Products, 
Head Protection, Disposable Wears and others.

JWM Guard Tour System
A guard tour patrol system is a system for logging the rounds of 
employees in a variety of situations such as security guards 
patrolling property, technicians monitoring climate-controlled 
environments, and correctional officers checking prisoner living 
areas. is a combination of computer software and/or hardware 
that allows Security Guards and other users to track and report 
the areas they’ve been (called ‘Checkpoints’ during a 
“round/patrol/tour” and the time(s) they’ve visited each area. 

Logitech Digital Video Call System
Digital video systems can store a lot of data—much more data than 
any other type of system. It is not unusual for us to design systems 
with many terabytes of video storage. This amount of storage cannot 
be contained in a single server or workstation. There are two ways of 
extending the storage: network attached storage (NAS) and storage 
area networks (SANs). The names are so similar that they can be 
confusing, but the differences are extensive.

Other Products

Virdi Access Control Device
Access control is particular restriction of entry to any physical, technical, or virtual 
space that ensure unauthorized access of persons or things. Access control is 
used in physical, technical, telecommunication, computer, data, and other 
relevant field. So it’s vary from type to type, place to place. In physical access 
control we mean, restriction on unauthorized entry into particular geographical 
location. Border guard, security guard of different building or locations can use 
access control methods both manually or technically. Manual access control 
methods include physical presence of both controller and enterer. But, modern 
technology invents so many finest instrument that ensure unauthorized access 
control into any geographical location. It is more reliable and easy to use. It will 
provide exact information of every entry and exit. Several devices like turn stile, 
mantrap, fingerprint, eye scanner, and voice detector used to geographical access 
control system.
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Road Barrier
Roadside barriers are used to protect traffic from roadside 
obstacles or hazards, such as slopes steep enough to cause 
rollover crashes, fixed objects like bridge piers, and bodies of 
water. Roadside barriers can also be used with medians, to 
prevent vehicles from colliding with hazards within the 
median. 

Sound System
Modern sound system technology has borough revolutionary change in our daily 
life. From big political rally to home television, class room to theater room, we 
find dramatic change and new addition. Even few years ago, people depends on 
component stereo system for listening any kind of audio file. Now the version of 
audio file has been changed. We find several audio file format like mp3, ogg, 
wave, amr, and wcc. The quality also improved though this version of audio file. 
Modern music industry is highly dependent on sound system technology. Young 
generation has a great fantacy about iPod, head phone and listening music. They 
need most sophisticated version of sound system. From audio recording to 
playing it through loudspeaker, advance sound system technology is inevitable.

Smoke Detector
A smoke detector is a device that senses smoke, typically as an indicator of fire.
Commercial security devices issue a signal to a fire alarm control panel as part of a fire
alarm system, while household smoke detectors, also known as smoke alarms, generally
issue a local audible or visual alarm from the detector itself or several detectors if there are
multiple smoke detectors interlinked.Smoke detectors are housed in plastic enclosures,
typically shaped like a disk about 150 millimetres (6 in) in diameter and 25 millimetres (1 in)
thick, but shape and size vary. Smoke can be detected either optically (photoelectric) or by
physical process (ionization); detectors may use either, or both, methods. Sensitive alarms
can be used to detect, and thus deter, smoking in areas where it is banned.

Toa Hand Mic
A manual megaphone directs the voice into one spot. Its cone shape creates a gradual 
transition for sound to travel. As sound leaves the small area of the mouth, it spreads out 
in every direction, restricting its range. Megaphones allow a person to aim the sound in 
the direction they want it to go. The longer the megaphone, the farther it will project 
the voice. This is why people who need to project their voices long distances, like 
cheerleaders, use a long megaphone. Professional megaphones give a greater distance 
than non-professional models. The Megaphone is an easy-to-operate, hand grip type 15 
W megaphone with a removable microphone. It can be used as a shoulder-type 
megaphone when the microphone is detached. The newly developed polyimide 
diaphragm is employed to ensure high sound quality.

Panasonic Pabx
A PABX is a Private Automatic Branch Exchange and a PBX is a 
Private Business exchange. Both serve the same purpose and that is 
as a telephone system for a business. If your business is looking for a 
telephone system that is owned by the business as opposed to by a 
telephone company, then you are looking for a PABX system, 
although in most recent years these are often referred to as PBX 
Systems.."

Policom Digital Video Call System
When you utilize the capabilities of a Polycom video and audio conference system, your 
team can collaborate from anywhere across the world. With sharp image quality and 
crystal clear audio, your team can get more work done with less interference. Polycom 
integrates innovative features, like auto frame and zoom, content sharing, and acoustic 
dampening into their video conference systems. Despite the high-quality components 
and results, Polycom values affordability, and practicality, making them the ideal video 
conferencing platform for budget-conscious businesses.
The Video Conference Store is proud to offer a complete line of audio and video 
conferencing solutions, including high definition video and camera systems, as well as 
voice conferencing technologies.
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Traffic Cammara System
A traffic camera is a video camera which observes vehicular 
traffic on a road. On surface roads, they are typically 
mounted on high poles or masts, sometimes along with 
street lights. On arterial roads, they are often mounted on 
traffic light poles at intersections, where problems are most 
likely to occur.

Typhoon Drone
A drone is an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that can be 
remotely controlled for a variety of purposes. ... Civilian use of 
UAVs is rapidly increasing in both commercial and personal 
videography. They can be pre-programmed to fly specific 
flight paths by integrating software and GPS information or 
hand manipulation.

Traffic Light Control Systems
Traffic light control systems are widely used to monitor and control 
the flow of automobiles through the junction of many roads. ... We 
propose a system based on PIC microcontroller that evaluates the 
traffic density using IR sensors and accomplishes dynamic timing 
slots with different levels.

Unipex Hand Mic
This hand mic Power supply is Dry-cell battery R14PU (C size 
battery) x 6pcs (not included).It's distance range Sound is Approx. 
315m, Siren  Approx. 500m, Battery life is 18 hours. It has 
Waterproof performance IP54. Dimensions is  φ208 x 320 mm.

Yealink IP Phone
IP phones come in a variety of different shapes and with a variety of operating 
systems. Some look and feel like traditional business phones, others have more in 
common with an Apple or Android tablet. Another style of IP phone is a 
conference phone, which has a speaker on top and has three microphones 
around it. A telepresence IP phone is more like a miniature television studio, with 
one or more cameras and one or more screens of various sizes. Videoconference 
phones encode and decode into video formats, rather than audio formats, but 
the method they do it is via internet protocol, so a video phone is an IP phone. 
Software, like Skype, can also be an IP phone.

Bosch Pabx
A private automatic branch exchange (PABX) is an automatic telephone 
switching system within a private enterprise. Originally, such systems - called 
private branch exchanges (PBX) - required the use of a live operator. Since almost 
all private branch exchanges today are automatic, the abbreviation "PBX" usually 
implies a "PABX."
Some manufacturers of PABX (PBX) systems distinguish their products from 
others by creating new kinds of private branch exchanges. Rolm offers a 
Computerized Branch Exchange (CABX) and Usha Informatics offers an 
Electronic Private Automatic Branch Exchange (EPABX). 
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Mavic 2 Enterprise Series
Foldable, compact and portable, the Mavic 2 Enterprise is 
designed to be an everyday tool

Mavic Mini
The compact yet powerful Mavic Mini is the perfect creative 
companion, capturing your moments in a way that effortlessly 
elevates the ordinary. Together with the easy-to-use DJI Fly app, 
you'll enjoy a simplified flying experience and a perspective unlike 
any other. 249 g. Ultralight. 30-min Max.

Mavic 2 Pro
DJI Mavic 2 Pro - Drone Quadcopter UAV with Smart Controller 
with Hasselblad Camera 3-Axis Gimbal HDR 4K Video Adjustable 
Aperture 20MP 1" CMOS Sensor, up to 48mph, Gray.

Phantom 4 Pro
1" 20 MP sensor and 5-direction obstacle sensing.

Mavic 2 Zoom
Powered by a 1/2.3-inch 12-megapixel sensor with up to 4x zoom, 
including a 2x optical zoom (24–48 mm), 4 the Mavic 2 Zoom is all 
about dynamic perspectives. Capture everything from wide angle 
to mid-range shots for even more creative options.

Phantom 4 RTK
The Phantom 4 RTK helps you envision construction plans, utilize 
the GIS system for property management, record changes in field 
conditions, generate basic maps for precise agriculture, and 
provide a reference for field construction and planning.
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